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Abstract

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopy, contrary to other vibrational spectroscopic techniques such as infrared
or Raman spectroscopies, provides much richer microscopic insight into a material due to the absence of selection
rules induced by the system’s symmetry and via its dependence on both energy (E) and momentum (Q) transfer. First-
principles density functional theory (DFT) based calculations are now routinely used to interpret infrared and Raman
spectra. These calculations can also be used to interpret INS spectra, however, the need to include the neutron scattering
cross sections, overtones and combination modes, together with instrument specific E-Q windows make the data analysis
challenging. Here we present AbINS: a new generation of software to interpret INS spectra using ab initio phonon data.
AbINS is an open-source package implemented as a plugin to the neutron data analysis software, Mantid and offers the
facility to plot the full (Q, E) map for powder samples, with the option to extract individual atomic contributions. This
option is then applied to analyse the vibrational spectrum of non-hydrogenous K2SiF6 to extract atom-type contributions
identifying T1g librational mode of the [SiF6]2− ion together with the T2u F–Si–F bending mode.

Keywords: Inelastic Neutron Scattering, Vibrational spectroscopy, calculated INS, scientific software, computational
simulations, K2SiF6.

1. Introduction

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) provides a very spe-
cial form of vibrational spectroscopy. Contrary to the
widely used optical spectroscopies such as infared and Ra-
man, in which the spectrum is obtained as a result of the
interaction between photons and the electron density, in
INS the neutron flux interacts with the nuclei themselves.
This makes INS complementary in many ways to other
spectroscopic techniques. Firstly, there are no selection
rules in INS and, in principle, all transitions are observ-
able. Furthermore, the INS signal is directly proportional
to the amplitude of motion and the scattering cross section
of the atoms involved in the mode.

Current progress in computational power, together with
the optimization of DFT techniques, makes it possible to
calculate vibrational or phonon spectra with high accu-
racy. These calculations can also be used to interpret INS

∗Corresponding author: Tel: +44(0)12358190
Email address: sanghamitra.mukhopadhyay@stfc.ac.uk

(Sanghamitra Mukhopadhyay)

spectra. AbINS is a new generation of software to inter-
pret INS spectra using ab initio phonon data from DFT
programs. It is an open-source package and can be used
on Linux, Windows and MacOS. It is implemented as a
plugin to the neutron data analysis software Mantid [1].
AbINS uses the phonon data calculated by DFT programs,
such as CASTEP [2] and CRYSTAL [3], to generate the
calculated INS spectrum of a powder sample, making it
easier to establish a connection between computational re-
sults and experiments.

This document is organised as follows. First, in sec-
tion 2 the main components of the theory of INS spec-
troscopy for both indirect geometry and direct geometry
instruments are briefly presented and the approximation
used for the powder averaging is outlined. In section 3, the
capabilities of AbINS are presented. In section 4, exam-
ples of calculated spectrum along with the observed INS
spectrum are presented. Conclusions and future work are
presented in the last section.

Preprint submitted to Elsevier February 21, 2018
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2. Theory

2.1. Inelastic neutron scattering
In the simplest scenario for inelastic neutron scatter-

ing, a neutron is scattered by one atom. Neutrons in the
incident flux, characterized by ki and frequency νi, can be
described by the plane wave function:

ψi = Aei(B−νit)eikir (1)

ki defines the momentum of the neutron and Ei = νih its
energy. A and B are constants. After scattering, both the
energy and momentum of the neutron are changed to k f

and E f = ν f h final energy. After scattering, the neutron
can be described by:

ψ f = Aei(B−ν f t) b
r

eik f r (2)

b is the scattering length and is both element and isotope
specific. After scattering, the momentum transfer Q is
given by:

Q = k f − ki (3)

and the energy transfer E by:

E = h(ν f − νi) = hc(ω f − ωi) (4)

where:

h –Planck constant

c – speed of light

ω f , ωi energies in cm−1; index f corresponds to fi-
nal energy and index i corresponds to incident en-
ergy

2.2. Scattering function
During an experiment many neutrons are scattered by

a sample. The resultant scattering can be expressed by the
partial differential cross-section. It is defined as the num-
ber of neutrons, with final energy between E′ and E′+dE,
scattered per second into a small solid angle dΩ divided
by the incident flux Φ, which is the number of neutrons
per unit area per second, the area being perpendicular to
the direction of the neutron beam.

The partial differential cross-section is proportional to
the scattering function (sometimes this quantity is also
called the scattering law) S (Q, E):

d2σ

dΩdE′
=

k f

ki
S (Q, E) (5)

Where S (Q, E) has already included the scattering length.

2.3. Calculation of S(Q, E)

The general scheme of calculation is presented in fig-
ure 1. Using the atomic displacements and frequencies
obtained from DFT vibrational or phonon calculations,
one can calculate a discrete S(Q,E) using a semi-empirical
powder averaging model [4]. In order to calculate a theo-
retical S(Q,E) to compare with experimental data, one has
to evaluate the convolution of the discrete S(Q, E) with an
experimental resolution function.

Within the semi-empirical powder averaging model
[4], each phonon is treated as an independent quantum
harmonic oscillator. Within this model, S(Q, E) which
corresponds to the first order quantum events (the funda-
mentals) can be presented in the following way:

S j(Q(ωi), ωi) =
Q2(ωi)Tr[Bωi

3
] (6)

exp
(
−Q2(ωi)α

j
ωicoth2

(
~ωi

2kBT

))
σ j

α
j
ωi =

1
5

Tr[A j] +
2B j

ωi : A j

Tr[B j
ωi]

 (7)

where:

B j
ωi = c j

ωi(c
j
ωi)

T M j C2
ωi
, C2 = ~

4π , A j =
∑

i B j
ωi ,

β j = A j/3

j is the atom index, ωi is the ith normal mode in
(cm−1), M j is the mass of jth atom, c j

ωi is the atomic
displacement for the jth atom in the ith normal mode,
Q is the momentum transfer (in Å−1), σ j is the scat-
tering cross section of the jth atom, C1 is 2 if i= j
and 1 otherwise and here, the operation : indicates
the contraction of two tensors.

Analogously, S(Q, E) which corresponds to second quan-
tum order events can be expressed as the following:

S j(Q(ωik), ωik) =
Q4(ωik)
15 ∗C1

(8)(
TrB j

ωiTrB j
ωk + B j

ωi : B j
ωk + B j

ωk : B j
ωi

)
exp

(
−Q2(ωik)β jcoth2

(
~ωik

2kBT

))
σ j (9)

Second quantum order events are overtones (0 to 2 transi-
tions) and combinations (simultaneous transitions of two
different harmonic oscillators).

Within AbINS, higher quantum order events up to 4th
order have been implemented. Exact expressions can be

2
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Figure 1: (Colour online) Schematic representation of the generation
of the theoretical scattering function. from phonon DFT data, discrete
values of S(Q, E) are then obtained by means of powder averaging.
In order to compare the discrete S(Q, E) with experimental data, it is
convolved with an experimental resolution function. The theoretical
S(Q, E) may then be directly compared with experiment.

found in [4]. Q2 is calculated from momentum conserva-
tion:

Q2(ω) = k2
i (ω) + k2

f − 2
√

k2
i (ω)k2

f cos(Θ) (10)

where

Θ – scattering angle.

After evaluating equations (6) - (10), one obtains dis-
crete S(Q, E) for each quantum order event and for each
atom: S discrete. In order to compare such a quantity with
an experimental spectrum, it has to be convolved with
an experimental resolution f (ω) to obtain the theoretical
S n j

theory:

S n j
theory(Q, ω) = S n j

discrete(Q, ω) ∗ f (ω) (11)

2.4. Indirect geometry instruments

In the case of indirect geometry instruments, the final
energy of the neutron is fixed and as a result:

k2
i (ω) =

4πc(ω + E f inal)mn

~
(12)

k2
f =

4πcE f inalmn

~
(13)

with energy transition ω (for the sake of simplicity, the in-
dex has been omitted) in cm−1, E f inal also in cm−1, mn as
mass of neutron in amu and ~/c is expressed in
amu cm−1 Å2 units (~/(4πc) = 16.8576 [amu cm−1 Å2]).
Θ is the scattering angle with respect to the initial neutron
flux. In the case of TOSCA-like indirect geometry instru-
ments only one angle Θ needs to be taken into account.

For indirect geometry instruments f (ω) has the fol-
lowing form:

f (ω) =
1.0√

2σ2(ω)π
exp

(
−

1
2

ω2

σ2(ω)

)
(14)

where:

σ(ω) = Aω2 + Bω + C (15)

with A, B, C as instrument dependent constants. The total
S(Q, E) is a sum over all atomic contributions.

2.5. Direct geometry instruments

Implementation of the two dimensional dynamical struc-
ture factor is based on the principle of momentum and en-
ergy conservation in equation (10). In contrast to indirect
geometry instruments it is the incident energy Eincident (in
cm−1) that is fixed:

k2
i =

4πcEincidentmn

~
(16)

k2
f (ω) =

4πc(Eincident − ω)mn

~
(17)

Within the proposed model, Θ is the scattering angle
with respect to the incident neutron flux. It is assumed that
during an experiment neutrons are scattered at many Θ an-
gles. The value of Θ is treated as a free parameter with a
range which can be defined by the user. A spectrum for a
given atom and quantum order event is obtained as a sum
over all spectra for different values of Θ. Also, it is as-
sumed within this model that the resolution function f (ω)
can be represented by a single Gaussian, equation (14),
whose width depends on the incident energy selected:

σ(ω) = AEincident (18)

with A as a constant which depends on the instrumental
resolution.

3
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3. Capabilities of AbINS

AbINS is implemented as a Mantid algorithm. and
is run from the GUI provided within the Mantid environ-
ment, figure 2). The first step is to set the source of the
DFT phonon data, this is done by setting the option DFT-
program. Currently a user can chose one of two options;
CRYSTAL or CASTEP, in the future AbINS will be ex-
tended to support more DFT programs. Once the DFT
program is set, the appropriate phonon data is loaded. This
is done by setting the PhononFile field. Optionally, by se-
lecting the ExperimentalFile field, a user can also provide
experimental data, which can be compared against mod-
elled data. Currently a user can load only data from indi-
rect geometry instruments, but there are plans to include
direct geometry instruments. Next, one can define a tem-
perature in K. Unlike some older implementations, [5],
[6] the temperature dependence is fully implemented in
the evaluation of the Debye-Waller factors. Temperature
dependence of INS spectra are often important to inves-
tigate the dynamics of individual atomic species within
materials shedding light on the important contributions of
those atoms in the mechanism of operation of functional
materials [7].

Figure 2: (Colour online) AbINS run in GUI mode.

AbINS produces S(Q, E) in scaled units which are re-
lated to the correct units barn/cm−1 by a linear factor. With
CASTEP data, AbINS uses the values of atomic masses
read directly from the phonon file. For CRYSTAL, the
masses are taken from Mantid because no atomic masses
are provided in the CRYSTAl output. The neutron cross
sections are taken from Mantid.

In order to better compare the modelled results with
experimental data, a user can rescale the theoretical spec-
trum using the field Scale. The form of the sample for
which the simulation should be performed is set by Sam-
pleForm. Currently, only Powder option is available but
there are plans to implement single crystal simulations.
By setting Atoms, a user can also define for which type of
atom dynamical structure factors are added to the Mantid
workspace. For example, if a user would define H, then
only the dynamical structure factor for hydrogen atoms
would be included in the Mantid workspace. If a user ticks
SumContributions then the total S(Q, E) for the whole sys-
tem is calculated. A user can also choose which cross
sections to use (ScaleByCrossSection field). By setting
QuantumOrderEvent one defines how many quantum or-
der events should be taken into account in the calculation
of S(Q, E) for each atom. Finally, in order to run cal-
culations, a Mantid workspace is defined in the Output-
Workspace field. More detailed documentation of the in-
put parameters can be found in the web documentation
[8].

The calculation is started by clicking on the Run but-
ton. After execution, AbINS saves each workspace to an
ASCII file. A user can also save workspaces to one or
many Nexus files. The whole project can also be saved in
the dedicated Mantid format.

Since Mantid itself can be also used as a library, AbINS
can be used inside Python scripts which helps to automate
calculations. During its execution AbINS saves all inter-
mediate results to an hdf file so that they can be re-used in
the case of a re-run to speed up the calculations.

4. AbINS: benchmarks

The first benchmark is crystalline benzene, (figure 3).
AbINS is a Mantid algorithm and is invoked like any other
Mantid algorithm. Both experiment (from TOSCA [9])
and simulation are at 10 K. Four quantum order events
have been included in the calculation of the simulated
spectrum and SumContributions has been set to true. As
a result, several Mantid workspaces have been generated
for each atom type and each quantum order event respec-
tively. The total simulated spectrum is a summed spec-
trum over all atomic spectra (both C and H). From figure
3 it can be clearly seen that AbINS produces a simulated
spectrum for crystalline benzene which is in good agree-
ment with experiment.

The next benchmark is croconic acid (C5H2O5). This
is a fascinating organic material, which exhibits above
room temperature ferroelectricity in its crystalline form.

4
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Crystalline benzene: simulated and experi-
mental [10] INS spectra. the screen-shot is from a running instance
of Mantid with AbINS. By default, Mantid workspaces with all types
of atoms and all quantum events are created. In the case of benzene,
atomic type projected workspaces for atoms C and H are created.

Figure 4 shows the total S(Q, E) calculated by AbINS (red
curve) from a full phonon dispersion calculation versus
experimental results (black curve) [11]. The calculated
INS spectrum agrees well with experiment except for an
overall shift in mode frequencies of about 15% relative to
experimental values which is consistent with the reported
results [11]. The calculated spectrum is in good agree-
ment with previously published data [11], which were pro-
duced by aCLIMAX [6].

Energy Loss [cm-1 ]   

S
(Q

,E
)/
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rb

itr
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y 
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Figure 4: (Colour online) Croconic acid: comparison between theoret-
ical (red curve) and experimental (black curve) [11] at 5 K S(Q, E).

The next system of choice to benchmark AbINS is
CsHSO4. This is an interesting material, because at the
critical temperature of 141 oC it becomes a superionic
conductor. Its high proton conductivity means that it is
considered to be a prime candidate for use in proton ex-
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Figure 5: (Colour online) CsHSO4: comparison between calculated
(red curve) and experimental [12] (black curve) at 10 K S(Q, E).

change membrane fuel cells. The INS spectrum of CsHSO4
in phase III is presented in figure 5. The total S(Q, E)
calculated by AbINS is the red curve and the experimen-
tal S(Q, E) [12] is the black curve. The spectrum was
recorded with TXFA, which is an older generation of a
TOSCA-like instrument. As in the previous examples, the
spectrum simulated by AbINS matches the experimental
results quite well.

The dynamical structure factor calculated by AbINS
includes not only fundamentals but also higher order quan-
tum events. How AbINS can decompose the INS spec-
trum with respect to quantum events is presented in fig-
ure 6 (lower panel) for methylammonium lead triiodide
(CH3NH3PbI3, Mapi). This is one of the most promising
light-absorbing materials for solar-energy applications. Again,
good agreement with the experimental results (figure 6,
upper panel) [13] is obtained.

AbINS is also applicable to non-hydrogenous systems
with K2SiF6 chosen as an example (figures 7, 8). The
INS spectrum of this material has not been previously re-
ported. The complex is cubic, space group (number 225)
[14], with the [SiF6]2−ion on the octahedral site and the
K+ ions on tetrahedral sites. Thus there are rigorous se-
lection rules, with the consequence that only some of the
modes have been observed by infrared and Raman spec-
troscopy [15]. The absence of selection rules in INS spec-
troscopy is a major advantage of the technique [4]. In par-
ticular, the T1g librational mode of the [SiF6]2− ion at 50
cm−1 (calculated at 68 cm−1) and the T2u F–Si–F bending
mode at 251 cm−1 (calculated at 256 cm−1) are detected
for the first time. A comparison with aCLIMAX [5] is

5
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Figure 6: (Colour online) Upper panel: the experimental INS spectrum
(curved shape filled with grey) of Mapi [13] at 20 K. Lower panel:
total S(Q, E) for Mapi obtained by AbINS and its decomposition into
different quantum order events.

presented in figure 7. One can observe an almost perfect
match between the two calculated spectra. In figure 8 the
decomposition of the spectrum into the constituent atom
types has been performed by AbINS. As expected, the dy-
namic structure factor of F, the lightest element in the sys-
tem, that also has the largest total scattering cross section,
dominates the spectrum, as shown by the similarity of the
total scattering and the F-only scattering in figure 8. The
heaviest elements in the system, Si and K, have only a
marginal contribution to spectrum. This straightforward
decomposition of S(Q, E) into atom types is one of the
strengths of AbINS.

Finally, we show an example of a 2D map calcula-
tion, which can be compared against data from direct ge-
ometry instruments, (figure 9). The system which has
been used in this benchmark is gold acetylide (AuC≡CH).
Since the calculations were performed by the plane wave
code CASTEP, the molecule was placed in a large box
10Å×10Å×15Å and the phonon spectrum calculated only
at the Γ point. In figure 9 one can see a 2D map of S(Q, E)
for this model system, which used an incident energy of
4100 cm−1. One can clearly observe a peak at 2200 cm−1

which corresponds to the C≡C stretch [16] and a peak at
3300 cm−1 which is characteristic of an acetylenic ≡C-H
stretch [16]. The whole spectrum presented in figure 9 is
a sum of many spectra; one for each angle (3◦ to 140◦ in
steps of 0.1◦). Overall, regardless of the simplicity of the
model for direct geometry instruments, the implementa-
tion produces useful results.

Figure 7: (Colour online) INS spectrum of K2SiF6: comparison be-
tween AbINS and aCLIMAX with experiments at 10 K.

Figure 8: (Colour online) Decomposition of dynamical structure factor
into its atom type contributions of INS spectrum of K2SiF6

6
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Figure 9: (Colour online) AbINS can produce a 2D map, which can
be compared against inelastic neutron scattering data generated by a
direct geometry spectrometer. The figure shows 2D S(Q, E) for the
model system AuC≡CH.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this article we have described a new tool for INS
analysis: AbINS. Within the Mantid framework, it is now
possible to perform both data reduction of experimental
results and comparison with theoretical data. This tool has
been applied to analyse the vibrational spectrum of non-
hydrogenous K2SiF6 for the first time to extract atom-type
contributions.

AbINS is in constant development and many new fea-
tures are scheduled to be added. Firstly, there are plans
to add support for more DFT programs. Currently AbINS
is written purely in Python, but the intention is to rewrite
the most computationally demanding components in C++

to boost performance. Improving performance will pro-
vide opportunities to implement more accurate methods
of powder averaging, which go beyond those already im-
plemented using the semi-empirical formula [4]. Evalua-
tion of S(Q, E) for single crystals is also planned. Direct
comparison of experimental S(Q, E) from direct geome-
try instruments with the AbINS result is also intended. A
more realistic resolution function for direct geometry in-
struments is a priority. At present some parameters have
to be set outside the program via the AbinsParameters file.
However, it is planned to completely re-write the AbINS
GUI using PyQT in such a way that a user will be able to
set all parameters from within the GUI.
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